The issues listed below in black and denoted by the • bullet symbol were identified by the Fire Program Review Committee on 12/1/2016. The issues listed below in red and denoted by a ➤ bullet symbol were identified by the Sustainable Large Fire Funding Workgroup (SLFFW). In order to make this list more manageable, the Co-chairs of the SLFFW grouped this combined list.

Group 1 - Roles:
• Role of GF/E-Board
• OFLPF – role, operating rules
  ➤ Addressing the unfunded portions
  ➤ Alternative Funding Package

Group 2 - Equity:
• Equity: are WUI owners paying fair share?
• Landowner affordability (eastside)/keeping working forests working
• Keeping working forests working
• Public land contracts
• OFLPF revenue sources (equity)
  ➤ District Deductible
  ➤ Cost Collection (More back?)
  ➤ How much variability in large fire costs are we trying to account for?

Group 3 - Insurance:
• Catastrophic Insurance
• Insurance relevance

Group 4 - Severity:
• Severity funding: Is the current level appropriate
• Broader review of WPA elements
  ➤ Use of Derivatives (Enhanced)
  ➤ Parametric/Self-Funding

Group 5 – Other Items:
• Short term OFLPF issue $13.5 million cap for FY16
• Issue w/gap between $50 million insurance deductible & $20 million OFLPF
• $22.5MM - $30MM cap on OFLPF

Group 6 - Assessment Criteria:
• Using existing authority to assess based on risk/other criteria

Group 7 - Base Level Funding:
• Prevention funding
• Detection funding
  ➤ Strategic Investments